Chapter 6
Revelation 6:1 And I saw when the LAMB {the Lamb
represents the new message of the latter day living
messenger} OPENED {the scroll of life with the Lamb's
first horn} ONE {being the first of seven seals} of the
SEALS {one of the bands/seals around the rolled-up
seven-sealed scroll of life}, and I heard, as it were the
noise of THUNDER {caused by a rock entering Earth’s
atmosphere}, ONE {being the beast with the face of an
eagle} of the FOUR BEASTS saying, COME and SEE
{see what is written beneath the first seal}.
A sound of thunder was heard when the Lamb removed
the first of seven seals with the first of his seven horns.
The sound of thunder is created by the rock piercing
Earth's atmosphere like and arrow. After the Lamb
removed the first seal with a horn, he could then see with
his first of seven eyes the little written vision that was
previously hidden beneath the first seal. The vision in
Revelation 6:1 is being shown from the last small part
(seventh plagued angel) of the last scroll/scroll of life near
the end of the 1,100 years of the judgment. The seventh
plagued angel is showing what already happened earlier at
the end of 1,000 years of the judgment.
When the seventh plagued angel revealed the Lamb
removing the first seal in Revelation 6:1, it is equated

with the time when the latter day living messenger's new
Daily truth message dawned from beneath the first seal of
the scroll of life. Some time thereafter, when latter day
Babylon began to reign during its first of three reigning
periods, the latter day living messenger began to reveal
his message written beneath the first seal to the kingdom
of latter day Babylon.
*******
Revelation 6:2 And I {Apostle John} SAW {a vision},
and behold a WHITE HORSE {illustrating a written
oracle that speaks of the glowing wind/white horse that
carries the rock/rider}: and HE {vision of a rock written
on the scroll of life's first side} that sat on HIM {white
horse} had a BOW {as the rider/rock descends to the land
like an arrow}; and a CROWN {the crown that he will
have taken from the head/capital of the USA} was
GIVEN {from the seventh plagued angel's visions and
oracles} unto HIM {the impacted rock/meteorite}: and
he went forth CONQUERING, and to CONQUER {the
impacted rock's effects go forth to conquer, whereby the
rock receives all the crowns of all remaining
heads/capitals and horns/nations of the world}.
The written vision beneath the scroll of life's first seal
shows a rider on a white horse. The white horse represents
the written oracle that speaks from the scroll of life's first
seal. The rider represents the rock entering Earth's
atmosphere and glowing like a bright light as it travels

speedily to impact the USA. Its impact creates an
earthquake. This earthquake is the spiritual key that
causes the super volcano (bottomless pit) to erupt smoke
and ash in the USA. The rider has a bow because this rock
descends from the bowed sky like an arrow shot through
Earth’s atmosphere. The rider (rock) is riding a white
horse that is equated with the brightly glowing wind
(represented by the white horse) that is around the rock
(rock of Psalms 18:31).
Psalms 18:31 For who is God save the LORD {seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles}? or who is a ROCK
{meteor} save OUR {overcomers'} God {seventh plagued
angel's visions and oracles revealing a rock}?
Psalms 45:4 And in THY {rock's} MAJESTY {King of
kings} RIDE {on the spiritual white horse/brightly
glowing wind} prosperously because of truth and
meekness and righteousness; and THY {referring to latter
day David that latter day Solon fulfills} RIGHT HAND
{the latter day messenger's right hand spiritually holds the
scroll of life, just as the Lamb took the scroll of life from
the seventh plagued angel} shall teach THEE {latter day
messenger/Solomon} TERRIBLE THINGS {concerning
the impacted rock causing a super volcano to erupt smoke
and ash for five months and then erupts lava}.
Psalms 18:9 HE {vision of the rock} BOWED the
HEAVENS {Earth’s atmosphere} also, and CAME DOWN

{like an arrow from the bowed heavens/atmosphere}: and
DARKNESS {the rock's impact in the USA causes a super
volcano to erupt smoke and ash darkening sunlight over
the USA} was under HIS {impacted rock's} FEET .
In Revelation 6:2, the rider (rock) is given an initial crown
of the latter day ruling “great city” (USA's ruling capital)
of confusion; thereby, becoming king over latter day
Babylon's kingdom. From that time, the effects of the
rider (impacted rock) on his white horse (brightly glowing
wind) goes forward and becomes red. Thereafter, the
white and red color of his horse becomes black, and then
the white, red, and black colors of his horse becomes a
pale colored horse to take all the crowns of the remaining
nations. He is also king over all the armies of hailstones
of ice and ejected coals of fire (lava).
Prior to a rock's impact, the latter day messenger revealed
his message of the rider on the white horse. The first latter
day group of spiritual priests believed the message during
latter day Babylon's first reigning period.
*******
Revelation 6:3 And when HE {Lamb} had OPENED
{with his second horn} the SECOND SEAL {band}, I
heard the SECOND BEAST {whose face is of a lion}
say, Come and see.
From around the outside (first side) of the rolled-up scroll

of life, the Lamb removed the second seal (band) with its
second horn. The Lamb was then be able to look, with his
second eye, at the written second part beneath the second
seal.
*******
Revelation 6:4 And there WENT OUT {went out a vision
from beneath the removed second seal} another HORSE
{representing the impacted rock's/rider's effect/horse}
that was RED {hence the white horse is now covered in
red blood}: and power was given to HIM {impacted rock
in the USA} that sat thereon to TAKE PEACE {that
existed before the rock's impact} from the EARTH {land
of the USA}, and that THEY {cities and states of the
fallen USA} should KILL ONE ANOTHER: and there
was given unto HIM {rider/impacted rock} a GREAT
SWORD {which refers to the two witnesses' visions of
what they witnessed concerning a terrible time of
anarchy}.
The written vision beneath the scroll of life's second seal
shows a rider on a red horse. The red horse represents the
written oracle that speaks from the scroll of life's second
seal
The white horse is now the color of red, having been
made red by the sword of anarchy wielded in the hand of
the rider with blood stained garments. When a rock (rider)

impacts the USA and causes the super volcano to erupt
smoke and ash, a fight for survival will ensue during a
terrible time of anarchy. Lawlessness shall prevail in the
land, as the governmental infrastructure begins to
collapse.
A time of peace will have become a time of survival for
the cities and states, as the rider's white garment and white
horse become stained with the red blood of his slaying
sword of anarchy, which he will have been given after
impacting the USA and opening the super volcano.
During that time, neighbor will be against neighbor,
brother against brother (see Isaiah 9:19). Full-blown
anarchy will prevail in the USA. One state (tribe/brother)
shall plunder (consume) the provisions (flesh) of a brother
state (see Isaiah 9:20, 21). Hence, many of the rebellious
people who rejected this new present truth message and
remained in the USA will be literally slaying each other
(see Revelation 6:4). Accordingly, they will be spilling
each others' red blood (hence the red color of the horse)
with the figurative sword of anarchy.
Isaiah 9:19 Through the wrath of the LORD {seventh
plagued angel's vision and oracle concerning the impacted
rock} of HOSTS {great hailstones} is the LAND {of the
USA} DARKENED {by smoke and ash issuing from the
opened bottomless pit/super volcano}, and the PEOPLE
{who refused to accept the everlasting gospel} shall be as
the FUEL OF THE FIRE {flowing lava}: no MAN

{representing a tribe/state} shall SPARE {hence a time of
anarchy} his BROTHER {representing a tribe/state within
the same nation}.
9:20 And HE {representing a nation/people that rejected
the latter day messenger's message before the rock's
impact} SHALL {after the rock's impact} snatch on the
right hand, and be hungry; and he shall eat on the left
hand, and they shall not be satisfied: they shall eat every
MAN {referring to every nation} the FLESH {provisions}
of his OWN ARM {spiritual arm/tribe/state in the same
nation}:
9:21 Manasseh, Ephraim; and Ephraim, Manasseh: and
they together shall be against Judah. For all this HIS
{seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles} anger is not
turned away, but his HAND {the right hand/first witness
that also wrote of the left hand/last witness} is
STRETCHED OUT STILL {bringing plagues on the fallen
USA, as old Moses summon plagues by continually
stretching out his hand over the land of Egypt}.
As a lion’s head devours its prey with its mouth, so the
time of anarchy – as prophesied by the latter day
messenger's message concerning the rider on his red horse
– will destroy one part of rebellious people in the USA.
For five months (see Revelation 9:5), anarchy will be
slaying many of the rebellious in the USA and then in all
other nations. After these five months, lava will erupt

from a huge super volcano’s mouth – that will have been
opened by the rock's impact – as if it were issuing out of a
lion’s mouth and carried by the red horse (wind). When
five months of smoke and hot ash are accomplished, this
final plague of flowing lava spreads throughout the world,
bringing a sword of anarchy upon all remaining nations of
the rebellious (see Ezekiel 38:21).
Ezekiel 38:21 And I will call for a SWORD {pertaining to
anarchy} against HIM {latter day Babylon/USA}
throughout all MY {seventh plagued angel's}
MOUNTAINS {in the fallen USA is where new Eden of
the new Earth will be situated}, saith the Lord GOD {two
witnesses' visions and oracles written on the seventh
plagued angel}: every man's SWORD {during a time of
anarchy} shall be against his brother.
*******
Revelation 6:5 And when HE {Lamb} had OPENED
{with his third horn} the THIRD SEAL {band}, I heard
the THIRD BEAST {whose face was like a
human/locust} say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a
BLACK HORSE {representing darkness that brings
hunger, caused by erupting black smoke and ash from the
opened super volcano}; and HE {the rider representing
the impacted rock's effect} that sat on HIM {the blood
covered white horse now darkened by the smoke covering
the land} had a PAIR of BALANCES {the right side of

the balance is of the first witness' visions and oracles that
reveal a time of hunger, while the left side of this same
balance is of the last witness' visions and oracles that
reveal the same time of hunger} in HIS {rider's} HAND.
The Lamb removes the third seal (band), from around the
rolled-up scroll of life, with his third horn. This exposes
more of the writings on the rolled-up scroll of life’s
outside. He was then able to see, with his third eye,
another little part (dawning) written on the rolled-up
scroll of life’s third part. This little vision was previously
hidden beneath the third band.
The written vision beneath the scroll of life's third seal
shows a rider on a black horse. The black horse represents
the written oracle that speaks from beneath the scroll of
life's third seal. This third horse represents the message
equated with the third beast, whose face resembled a
man/locust. Its color of black refers to the dark days that
cause famine of food to be prevalent in the land of the
false prophet/USA (see the past type in Lamentations 4:710; Zechariah 14:16-19).
Lamentations 4:7 Her {old Jerusalem’s} Nazarites were
purer than snow, they were whiter than milk, they were
more ruddy in body than rubies, their polishing was of
sapphire:
4:8 Their visage {during the siege against old rebellious

Jerusalem} is blacker than a coal; they are not known in
the streets: their skin cleaveth to their bones; it is
withered, it is become like a stick.
4:9 They that be slain with the SWORD {quick death} are
better than they that be slain with hunger: for these pine
away, stricken through for want of the fruits of the field.
4:10 The hands of the pitiful women have sodden their
own {dead} children: they were their meat in the
destruction of the daughter {referring to old rebellious
Jerusalem} of my people
Zechariah 14:16 And it shall come to pass, that EVERY
ONE {every person of the last group of redeemed} that is
left of all the nations which came against {new}
Jerusalem {representing the first group and second group
of redeemed who proclaim the everlasting gospel to
gather a great multitude of people after the rock’s impact}
shall even GO UP {to the high and lifted-up super
volcano} from year to year {in the time of judgment} to
worship the King {seventh plagued angel revealing the
first witness' visions and oracles}, the LORD {seventh
plagued angel revealing the last witness' visions and
oracles} of HOSTS {great hailstones}, and to keep the
FEAST OF TABERNACLES {referring in our day to the
time when the great hailstones/eagles have feasted on the
kingdom of latter day Babylon}.

14:17 And it shall be, that whoso will not come up of all
the families of the earth unto {new} Jerusalem {which
represents the time when the intense light of the ensign is
seen high above the high and lifted-up super volcano's
lava erupting mouth within the USA and flowing
throughout the land} to worship the King {the impacted
rock revealed by the seventh plagued angel according to
the what the first witness had seen and heard happen}, the
LORD {the impacted rock revealed by the seventh
plagued angel according to the what the last witness had
seen and heard happen} of HOSTS {great hailstones
raining in the fallen USA}, even upon THEM {other
nations} shall be NO RAIN {which is equated with a time
of famine in other nations when lava begins to erupt from
the super volcano in the fallen USA}.
14:18 And if the family of Egypt go not up, and come not,
that have no rain; there shall be the plague, wherewith
the LORD {seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles}
will smite the heathen that come not up to keep the feast
of tabernacles.
14:19 This shall be the punishment of Egypt {referring to
latter day spiritual Egypt/union of nations}, and the
punishment of ALL NATIONS that come not up to keep
the FEAST OF TABERNACLES {which begins from the
time the great hailstones have feasted on latter day
Babylon’s fallen kingdom}.

14:12 And this shall be the plague wherewith the LORD
{seventh plagued angel} will smite all the people that
have FOUGHT {with the final message/everlasting
gospel} against {new} Jerusalem {representing all three
groups of redeemed during the time lava is erupting from
the super volcano}; Their flesh shall consume away
{because of hunger} while they stand upon their feet, and
their eyes shall consume away in their holes {because of
hunger}, and their tongue {which spoke against the new
message} shall consume away in their mouth {which
takes place during a time of famine in all nations because
of lava overflowing from the super volcano's mouth to
flow throughout the world}.
The locust face that resembles a human with lion’s teeth
illustrates the plague of smoke and hot ash. Smoke and
hot ash are released from a super volcano’s mouth when it
is opened by a rock's impact in the USA. When this
plague of smoke with hot sticky ash is being
accomplished, the open mouth of the land shall destroy
(eat) all agriculture (see Revelation 9:2, 3). Thick smoke
will envelop the USA in thick darkness while hot ash
descends to eat agriculture. Without sunlight, all other
plant life will quickly die in the land. At that time, the sun,
moon, and stars over the USA will be veiled with thick
smoke (see Ecclesiastes 12:2; Isaiah 60:2; Joel 2:31).
Ecclesiastes 12:2 While the sun, or the light, or the moon,
or the stars, BE NOT DARKENED {by smoke and ash

issuing out of the opened bottomless pit/super volcano by
the impacted rock}, NOR THE CLOUDS RETURN {time
of drought/famine} after the rain:
Isaiah 60:2 For, behold, the DARKNESS {equated with
the vision of the rider on his black horse that represent the
black darkness in the fallen USA created by smoke and
ash issuing from the opened super volcano} shall cover
the earth {land}, and gross darkness the people: but the
LORD {seventh plagued angel's visions} shall arise upon
thee, and HIS GLORY {when prophesying of the intense
white glorious light that will be emanating from the
overflowing lava erupting mouth of the super volcano}
shall be SEEN UPON THEE {when the overcomers of all
generations procliam the final message concerning the
ensign and thereafter enter the glorious light of the
ensign}.
Joel 2:31 The SUN shall be turned into DARKNESS, and
the MOON into BLOOD {hence the literal moon’s light is
dead/spiritual blood when it is veiled by thick smoke and
ash issuing from the opened super volcano}, before the
great and the terrible day come {when magma explodes
from the bottomless pit/super volcano in the USA} of the
LORD {seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles}.
The rider with blackened face and clothing represents the
black smoke and ash issuing from the opened super
volcano. The black horse represents the air/wind that

carries the blackness and the ash from the super volcano's
mouth. The “scales” in the rider’s hand refer to the two
witnesses combined written visions and oracles that reveal
the same dark day, as written by the two witnesses
(represented by a pair of balances) beneath the third seal
{third band} of the scroll of life. Before the two
witnesses' mysteriously written predictions {visions and
oracles} in the Bible begin being fulfilled from the time of
a rock's impact in the USA, the latter day messenger's
present truth message is revealed to the USA and other
Christian nations from what is written beneath six seals,
then repeated by six angels with trumpets, and finally
repeated by six lights of the seventh angel with trumpet.
The present truth message states that the rock (rider) will
open the gates of hell (super volcano) to resurrect
(release) its armies (smoke and ash) to encompass in
darkness the land of latter Babylon, which parallels the
time of the resurrection of all overcomers from every
generation. Non believing people of all generations will
also resurrect when smoke and ash are issuing from the
super volcano.
The initial five months of tribulation (see Revelation 9:5)
will begin when the rock (rider on white horse) hits the
USA. A terrible time of famine will be brought to the
land, as symbolized by the scales that weigh grains in the
rider’s hand. Before that time, the latter day messenger's
message of the blackened rider on his black horse will

have been sold as spiritual grains of barley and sold as
spiritual grains of wheat. Spiritual grains of barley
represent the scroll of life's words that will have written of
the believers that became the first latter day group of
redeemed before the rock's impact. Spiritual grains of
wheat represent the scroll of life's words that will have
written of the believers that became the second latter day
group of redeemed before the rock's impact. All nations of
Christendom that refuse to purchase (by selling their old
beliefs) the new knowledge – grains of wheat and barley –
pertaining to latter day Solomon's message are spiritually
starving to death. After a rock hits the USA and opens the
super volcano, many in the land will begin to literally die
of hunger.
*******
Revelation 6:6 And I heard a VOICE {of the seventh
plagued angel} in the midst of the four beasts say, A
{one} MEASURE {measured/numbered/marked once
during the 3½ days of the sign of Jonah at the ending of
the sixth light of the seventh angel with trumpet} of
WHEAT {symbolizing the scroll of life's words/spiritual
wheat that write of the latter day believers who are of the
144,000 firstfruits/second group of redeemed} for a
PENNY {referring to old beliefs}, and THREE
MEASURES {the same true believers of the first group of
redeemed are numbered/marked three times: marked once
as a believer at the ending of the sixth seal, marked a

second time as a believer at the ending of the sixth angel
with trumpet, and will be marked a third third time at the
ending of the sixth light of the seventh angel with trumpet
during the sign of Jonah} of BARLEY {symbolizing the
scroll of life's words/spiritual barley that write of the latter
day believers who are of the first group of redeemed} for
a PENNY {representing old beliefs}; and see thou
HURT NOT {before the harvest of fruits/great multitude
is ripe} the OIL and the WINE {to attempt to gather the
olives of the oil and the grapes of the wine of the spiritual
fruit harvest/great multitude before the super volcano
erupts smoke and ash would hurt this unripe harvest of a
great multitude/third group of redeemed}.
The latter day living messenger weighs three separate
times to see who are the overcomers that are of the barley
harvest. Each weighing happens 3½ days before each of
latter day Babylon's three reigning periods end. The latter
day living messenger also weighs the overcomers of the
wheat harvest one time. This weighing of the wheat
harvest happens when the rock impacts the USA 3½ days
before latter day Babylon' third reigning period ends. At
the end of these 3½ days is when the overcomers have
been spiritually marked, being the same day the super
volcano erupts smoke and ash. The overcomers will have
bought the two witnesses' visions and oracles as revealed
by the latter day living messenger. The cost is one penny
(denarius) that represents a person's old beliefs.

The first weighing of the first measure of barley for one
penny is equated with the adult Israelites that took a lamb
(this lamb is equated with the ending part of the sixth seal
on which is written the last witness' visions and oracles)
or he-goat (this he-goat is also equated with the ending
part of the sixth seal on which is written the first witness'
visions and oracles) kept it for 3½ days and then killed it
and placed its blood (representing the visions and oracles
written on the ending part of the sixth seal) on the door's
lintel (equated with a person's forehead) of their house
(equated with the mind) before the Exodus out of Egypt
at the end of these 3½ days. The adult Israelites that
believed old Moses' message placed the blood on the
lintel. This was done after they believed Aaron's four
signs (likened to the first witness' visions written beneath
four seals) shown to Pharaoh of old Egypt and after
Moses' six signs (likened to the last witness' visions
written beneath six seals) were shown to Pharaoh of old
Egypt.
The second weighing of barley is equated with the time
when the Israelites were numbered before they entered
Canaaan after their first wilderness journey. The third
weighing of Barley is equated with the time the Israelites
were numbered again after they crossed the wilderness for
a second time just before they entered Canaan (Promised
Land). In the second numbering were the children
(equated with the wheat harvest) of the Israelites (equated

with the Barley harvest) that matured to adults during
Israel's second wilderness journey of 40 years to Canaan.
The latter day messenger is to not hurt the oil and wine
that pertains to the fruit harvest of olives and grapes. Prior
to the impacted rock opening the bottomless pit, the fruit
harvest (equated with the great multitude of all nations) is
not ripe for harvesting. When the everlasting gospel is
proclaimed to all nations during the time the super
volcano is erupting smoke and ash, then the fruit harvest
will be ripened with the everlasting gospel. The
everlasting gospel will be proclaimed by the overcomers
that are of the barley harvest and wheat harvest.
The weighing of the ripened oil and grapes happens at the
end of the five months when smoke and ash have finished
erupting from the super volcano in the fallen USA. At the
end of these five months, a great earthquake such as never
happened will be felt around the world when the immense
super volcano swells high-up into the sky and explodes.
The great multitude will feel the massive earthquake in all
nations and will ravel to the intense light of the ensign
emanating from the overflowing magma filled mouth of
the high and lifted-up super volcano.
The weighing of the ripened olives (olive oil) and grapes
(wine) is equated with the children of the Israelites that
became adults after the Israelites removed the Canaanites

from the then Promised Land.
*******
Revelation 6:7 And when HE {Lamb} had OPENED
{with his fourth horn} the FOUTH SEAL {fourth band},
I heard the voice of the FOURTH BEAST{with the face
of a calf/Seraph} say, Come and see.
The Lamb removes the fourth seal/band, from around the
rolled-up scroll of life, with his fourth horn. This exposes
more of the writings on the scroll of life’s outside. He was
then able to see, with his fourth eye, another little part
(dawning) on the rolled-up scroll of life’s fourth part. This
little vision was previously hidden beneath the fourth
band.
*******
6:8 And I looked, and behold a PALE HORSE {the color
of this horse is attained by mixing the white, red, and
black colors of the previous three colors of the same
horse}: and HIS {impacted rock’s} NAME that sat on
HIM {the pale colored horse} was DEATH {Abaddon},
and HELL {lava overflowing from the bottomless
pit/super volcano's mouth} FOLLOWED {five months
after the impacted rock/rider opened the super volcano}
with HIM {the rider/rock}. And power was given unto
THEM {rider on his horse that now is the color of all
three color of white, red, and black mixed together} over

the FOURTH PART {that also contains the other three
parts of the USA, just as the fourth seal contains the
visions and oracles of the previous three seals} of the
EARTH {referring to the land of the USA}, to kill with
SWORD {spiritual sword of anarchy in the hand of the
red colored rider on his blood covered white horse}, and
with HUNGER {spiritual scales in the hand of the
blackened rider on his blackened and blood covered white
horse during darkness}, and with DEATH {by
overflowing lava from the super volcano}, and with the
BEASTS {referring to the four beasts/four horses. One
beast/horse had the face of an eagle equated with an
arrow/meteor; another beast/horse had a face of a lion
equated with a sword/anarchy; another beast/horse had a
face of a man/locust equated with scales/hunger; a fourth
beast/horse had a face of a calf/Seraph equated with death
when flowing lava brings death}, of the EARTH {USA's
land/earth}.
A small vision of a pale horse and its pale rider is written
beneath the fourth seal. This vision and oracle of the pale
horse rider contains all the visions and oracles that are
written beneath the first seal, second seal, and third seal.
Accordingly, the fourth rider on the pale horse is named
death because the pale rider and his pale horse bring death
among the first rider on the white horse, the second rider
on the red horse, and the third rider on the black horse.
The pale horse in Revelation 6:8 is equated with the

fourth beast whose face is of a calf/Seraph in Revelation
4:7.
The vision and oracle of the fourth rider on the pale horse
reveals the first rider on the white horse. The star, which
rides the brightly glowing wind (white horse) from
heaven, is named Abaddon/Destroyer (see Revelation
9:11). It is the same name as the rider (the rock) on the
pale horse whose name is Death/Abaddon. When a rock
impacts the USA, only the rebellious people in the USA
who rejected the latter day messenger's message will be
hurt by the plagues issuing from the opened super
volcano.
The USA's cities and states that reject the revealed
message of the pale horse and its rider will literally meet
Death (pale rider on his pale horse) when the super
volcano explodes coals of magma into the sky, causing a
great earthquake such as never happened. Overflowing
magma of hell (bottomless pit) follows the pale rider and
his pale horse after the rider (rock) on a white horse, red
horse, and black horse have happened.
The pale rider (rock) on his pale horse was first armed
with bow, then sword, and scales. These instruments in
the rider’s hand refer to certain written prophecies of the
two witnesses on the scroll of life’s first side. As
predicted, destruction will come upon rebellious people
who failed to overcome their old beliefs when these

figurative instruments of the rock are initially fulfilled as
plagues in the USA.
The fourth seal contains all the messages written on the
first seal, second seal, and third seal. Hence, the fourth
part represents all of the USA's states and cities that are
afflicted as described by the visions and oracles written on
the initial four (that had a seal around each part) of seven
parts on the scroll of life's first side. These states and
cities start being tormented when the impacted rock
(arrow fired from a bow) opens a super volcano to erupt
smoke and ash for five months. In that time, the impacted
rock's great sword of anarchy and balances of famine will
be loosed on the wounded states and cities. At the end of
these five months, the rider (impacted rock) named death
(Abaddon) causes the super volcano to swell up into the
sky and explode coals of fire, causing a great earthquake
such as never happened, followed by an overflowing lake
of fire in the super volcano's mouth.
At this time prior to a rock's impact in the USA, the
people in the USA and surrounding nations are being
warned of the imminent rock's impact, a terrible time of
anarchy, and a terrible time of famine. Followed by death
of the USA's cities and states by a great earthquake and
flowing lava.
The person that has an ear to hear will believe what is
being revealed and flee the USA and surrounding nations

and islands during the sign of Jonah before the rock's
impact.
*******
Revelation 6:9 And when HE {Lamb} had OPENED
{with his fifth horn and saw with his fifth eye} the
FIFTH SEAL {band}, I {Apostle John} SAW UNDER
THE ALTAR {golden altar of incense in the temple's holy
place} the SOULS of THEM {overcomers written on the
initial four parts of the scroll of life's first side where the
four riders and four horses of the first witness' visions and
oracles are written} that were SLAIN for the WORD
{written words beneath four seals} OF GOD {seventh
plagued angel}, and for the TESTIMONY {pertaining to
what is testified beneath four seals} which they held:
The Lamb removes the fifth seal/band, from around the
rolled-up scroll of life, with his fifth horn. This exposes
more of the writings on the rolled-up scroll of life’s
outside. He was then able to see, with his fifth eye,
another little part (dawning) on the rolled-up scroll of
life’s fifth part. This little vision was previously hidden
beneath the fifth seal/band.
Beneath the fifth seal is written the visions and oracles
written beneath the previous four seals, just as everything
that was created in four days of Genesis could all be seen
on the fifth day of Genesis. Beneath these four seals are

the visions and oracles of what was witnessed by the first
witness and last witness. The visions and oracles that are
written by the first witness end on the fifth seal, just as
there were only four evenings of the first week of Genesis
when something was created. The reason for this is that
the first witness' visions and oracles writes of the latter
day people who believed the visions and oracles revealed
from beneath four seals but died before they could be
sealed at the ending of the sixth seal. This is what
happened in every generation as written beneath each
scroll's five seals.
Since the seventh plagued angel (representing the last
small part of the scroll of life) contains all the visions and
oracles on all the scrolls, it means the seventh plagued
angel borrowed from past events written on the scrolls to
construct the visions and oracles that were shown and told
to the Apostle John in 90 A.D., which he wrote in the
Book of Revelation. Accordingly, the vision in Revelation
6:9 is based on past types that happened to messengers
and their apostles that were slain for believing and
proclaiming the then present new truth of the two
witnesses.
The people who die and are written as believers among
the visions and oracles beneath four seals are priests that
will officiate in the finished temple at the resurrection.
The reason they are under the altar is that they represent
part of the temple's foundations. The latter day people that

died believing the latter day messenger's message during
latter day Babylon's first reigning period are among the
souls under the golden altar of incense, which is located in
the holy place of the temple where priests (equated with
apostles) enter to officiate. These souls are equated with
the four beasts (priests) that stand in the midst of the
throne. They are written as overcomers on four parts of
the scroll's first side, according to the first witness'/bright
star's/spiritual moon's visions and oracles. Hence, they are
referred to as four-winged Cherubs.
The four beasts (priests) with six wings, that are referred
to as Seraphs, are written as apostles beneath all six seals
(hence the six wings), according to the visions and oracles
of the last witness/morning star/spiritual sun. These four
six-winged beasts represent part of the temple's
foundation. This part of the foundation is finished being
built when the latter day resurrection happens. The first
witness' messenger plus the apostles written beneath four
seals and the last witness' messenger plus the overcomers
written beneath six seals equals twelve parts of the
foundation, on which the names of all messengers and
overcomers are written when the impacted rock opens the
super volcano.
******
Revelation 6:10 And THEY {first witness' visions and
oracles on the scroll of life's fifth seal that show the dead

overcomers} cried with a loud voice, saying, HOW
LONG, O Lord {seventh plagued angel} HOLY {first
witness} and TRUE {last witness}, dost thou not
JUDGE and AVENGE OUR {referring to the first
witness' written visions and oracles of four riders and four
horses and the dead people who believed them} BLOOD
{death} on THEM {rebellious people} that dwell on the
earth {land}?
In the latter days, any person that believed the two
witnesses' new present truth message, as revealed from
beneath four seals by the living messenger, and had died
before the end of latter day Babylon's first reigning period
ended are among the souls under the altar written on the
visions and oracles of four riders and four horses,
according to what the first witness had witnessed. These
souls (spirits) are asking (oracles) how long before the
seventh plagued angel judges and avenges the blood
(literal and spiritual death) of all martyrs of all
generations and the martyrdom of the first witness' visions
and oracles concerning the rider on his white, red, black,
and pale horses.
*******
Revelation 6:11 And WHITE ROBES {representing the
bright light of the visions written on the seventh plagued
angel} were GIVEN {to all people who died in every
generation while believing the living messenger’s

message} unto every one of them: and it was said unto
them, that they should REST {wait} yet for a LITTLE
SEASON {at the end of this little season, the impacted
rock opens the bottomless pit, which is the day of the
resurrection for the souls under the altar}, until their
FELLOWSERVANTS {being disciples written as
overcomers on seven lights of the seventh angel with
trumpet} also and their BRETHREN {being apostles
written as overcomers beneath six seals, written as
overcomers on six angels with trumpets, and written as
overcomers on six lights of the seventh angel with
trumpet}, that should be KILLED as THEY WERE ,
SHOULD {should happen before the end of latter day
Babylon's first reigning period} BE FULFILLED.
The white robes represent the light (visions) written on
the seventh plagued angel. When the rock impacts the
USA and opens the super volcano, the overcomers that
died in all generations will resurrect and be spiritually
wearing their white robes. These spiritual white robes
reveal that their salvation is sure. Accordingly, until the
latter day resurrection happens, that is how long the slain
and dead overcomers in every generation have to wait
until the seventh plagued angel's (God's) visions and
oracles avenge the blood of the dead overcomers on the
kingdom of latter day Babylon (confusion).
All the priests (brethren) beneath the altar and all the
elders (fellowservants/144,000) in every generation will

resurrect to life spiritually wearing their white robes.
Their works had followed them while they remained
literally dead under the figurative golden altar of incense
until the promised day of the resurrection is fulfilled (see
Psalms 116:15).
Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the LORD is the
death of his saints.
Daniel 12:2 And MANY of THEM {the dead} that sleep
in the dust of the earth shall awake, SOME TO
EVERLASTING LIFE {overcomers that died believing in
a living messenger's message}, and SOME {that will not
overcome} to shame and everlasting contempt.
*******
Revelation 6:12 And I beheld when HE {Lamb} had
OPENED {with his sixth horn} the SIXTH SEAL {on
which is also written the visions and oracles beneath the
previous five seals}, and, lo, there was a GREAT
EARTHQUAKE {equated with the fourth rider on his
pale horse that represents the massive eruption of the
super volcano when it swells high into the sky and
explodes magma}; and the SUN {over the USA} became
BLACK as sackcloth of HAIR {revealing how the first
rider on his white horse opened the bottomless pit/super
volcano in the USA, followed by the second rider on his
red horse representing anarchy, and then followed by the

third rider on his black horse that represents famine}, and
the MOON {over the USA} became as BLOOD {hence
the moon is dead/blood when covered by the smoke and
ash during a time of anarchy and famine};
The Lamb removes the sixth seal/band, from around the
rolled-up scroll of life, with his sixth horn. This exposes
more of the writings on the scroll of life’s outside. He was
then able to see, with his sixth eye, another little part
(dawning) on the rolled-up scroll of life’s sixth part. This
little vision was previously hidden beneath the sixth
seal/band.
All the visions and oracles written beneath the previous
five seals of the scroll of life are all revealed from beneath
the sixth seal, according to what the first witness
(Michael) witnessed happening. The first witness also
wrote what the last witness (Gabriel) was seeing {visions)
and hearing (oracles) happening in the last generation.
Since the Lamb (message of the latter day living
messenger) is opening each of the scroll of life's seven
seals, the first witness wrote what the last witness' living
messenger was revealing and fulfilling throughout the
visions and oracles written beneath seven seals.
The rider on the white horse represents the rock that rides
on the glowing white wind (white horse) from heaven to
the land. The rock's impact in the USA's land opens the
bottomless pit {super volcano). Anarchy will begin from

the time the super volcano is erupting smoke and ash.
Accordingly, the rider on the white horse with bow will
have then been given a great sword of anarchy, making
his garments and horse red with blood. Smoke and ash
will be erupting for five months from the opened super
volcano to cover the sun, moon, and stars over the fallen
USA. At the time when total darkness prevails over the
fallen USA, the rider and his blood covered white horse
will be darkened by the color of night (black), which
represents the time of famine in the land.
After five months of anarchy and famine in the darkened
land of the USA, the rider named death on the pale horse
is fulfilled when death comes to the cities and states of the
USA. When the sixth seal (band) was removed by the
Lamb in Revelation 6:12, a great earthquake is first
described from beneath the sixth seal. This great
earthquake, such as never experienced before, happens
when the super volcano swells out and high-up into the
sky and explodes coals of magma . The massive explosion
causes a great earthquake such as never happened. After
the massive explosion, a lake of magma overflowing from
the mouth of the high and lifted-up super volcano will
travel throughout the USA's land as flowing rivers of lava,
see Psalms 18:7, Joel 2:10.
Psalms 18:7 Then the EARTH SHOOK {as the super
volcano explodes magma} and trembled; the foundations
also of the hills moved and were shaken, because HE

{seventh plagued angel} was WROTH .
Joel 2:10 The EARTH {USA's land} shall QUAKE {as
the super volcano explodes coals of magma} before
THEM {rivers of lava}; the HEAVENS {skies above and
around the super volcano} shall TREMBLE {shock
waves in the atmosphere/heavens}: the SUN and the
MOON shall be DARK {when smoke and hot ash have
finished erupting from the opened bottomless pit/super
volcano}, and the STARS {being veiled by smoke and hot
ash veiling the sky} shall withdraw their shining:
In a previous replay of this last generation, the two
witnesses had already seen and heard (witnessed) what
caused the massive earthquake such as never happened
before. Part of the super volcano sits beneath Yellowstone
(sulfur-stone) National Park. It is the biggest and most
active super volcano in the USA and world. The mouth of
the super volcano is more than 40 miles in diameter.
During a previous replay of our world, the seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles had seen how the high
and lifted-up super volcano exploded coals of fire with
tremendous force, which caused the massive earthquake.
The ejection of coals of magma high into the atmosphere
caused shock waves in the skies.
When the first generation was replayed by the visions and
oracles written on the seventh plagued angel, Elohiym
{seventh plagued angel} told Adam and Eve to

“replenish” the land, as they had done in a previous replay
of their generation (see Genesis 1:28). During the replay
of all generations, Elohiym revealed to the prophets what
would take place in their generation and the last
generation. Hence, from the replay of the first/beginning
generation, Elohiym was able to reveal the things that had
already happened at the end of this world (see Isaiah 42:9;
46:10). Cain killed Abel in the first timeline. In the replay
of that generation, Abel’s blood figuratively cried out to
Elohiym from the record of what took place in the
previous replay of that generation (see Genesis 4:10).
Elohiym knew when the flood was going to take place in
Noah’s replayed generation, since the flood had happened
in a previous replay. After the flood, Noah and his sons
were also told to replenish the land (see Genesis 9:1).
Elisha was able to warn the king of Israel of an ambush
made by the Syrians, since the ambush already happened
in a previous replay (see 2 Kings 6:8-12). Daniel revealed
future events to King Nebuchadnezzar (see Daniel 2:29).
The Psalmist wrote of Yahshua’s crucifixion – as directed
by the spirit – since that event had already happened in
Yahshua’s generation in a previous replay (see Psalms
22:18; Luke 23:34). Yahshua stated to Peter that in that
same night Peter would deny him three times before
sunrise (cock-crows). The spirit revealed to Yahshua what
Peter was about to do in that night because Peter had
already done it in a previous replay of that generation (see
Matthew 26:33-35).

Genesis 1:28 And God {Elohiym/Michael and Gabriel}
blessed THEM {Adam and Eve}, and God said unto
them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and REPLENISH
{repopulate} the earth {land}, and subdue it: and have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the
earth.
Isaiah 42:9 Behold, the former things are come to pass,
and NEW THINGS do I DECLARE {future predictions}:
before they spring forth I tell you of them.
Isaiah 46:10 DECLARING {hence the written predictions
in the Bible} THE END {from the time a rock’s impact
opens the bottomless pit} from THE BEGINNING {first
generation}, and {predicting} from ancient times the
things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall
stand, and I will do all my pleasure:
2 Kings 6:12 And one of his servants said, None, my lord,
O king: but Elisha, the prophet that is in Israel, telleth the
king of Israel the words that thou speakest in thy
bedchamber.
Psalms 22:18 THEY {Roman soldiers} PART MY
{Yahshua’s/Jesus’} GARMENTS among them, and CAST
LOTS upon my vesture.
Daniel 2:29 As for thee, O king {Nebuchadnezzar), thy
thoughts came into thy mind upon thy bed, what should

COME TO PASS HEREAFTER {future predictions}: and
HE {Gabriel} that revealeth secrets maketh known to thee
what shall come to passs.
Luke 23:34 Then said Jesus, Father, forgive them; for
they know not what they do. And THEY PARTED HIS
RAIMENT, and CAST LOTS.
Matthew 26:34 Jesus said unto HIM {Peter}, Verily I say
unto thee, That THIS NIGHT, before the cock crow
{before sunrise}, thou shalt DENY ME THRICE {since
Peter had denied Yahshua/Jesus three times in that same
night in a previous reply of his generation}.
Everything that is happening and will happen had already
happened. We are replaying our lives. There is nothing
new that has not been done in a previous replay of the
same generation (see Ecclesiastes 1:9, 10; 3:15), except
the salvation of certain righteous spirits that were not
redeemed with this new message in a former replay of this
last generation.
Elohiym replayed a past generation to reveal and speak to
prophets of past generations of what will happen in the
future. These prophets wrote in scrolls Elohiym's words
that prophesy of the future. Many of these scrolls are now
compiled in our modern-day Bibles. The latter day living
messenger's message is the only saving truth for people
living in this last generation when the super volcano in the

USA is opened by a rock's impact, just as it happened in a
previous replay of this last generation.
Ecclesiastes 1:9 The THING {that exist and are
happening} that HATH BEEN {in a previous replay}, it is
that which SHALL BE {happens again in the next replay
of the same generation}; and that which IS DONE is that
which SHALL BE DONE {in the next replay}: and there
is NO NEW THING {that did not already happen in the
previous replay of the same generation} under the sun.
1:10 Is there any thing whereof it may be said, See, this is
new? IT HATH BEEN ALREADY of old time, which was
before us.
Ecclesiastes 3:15 That which HATH BEEN {in a previous
replay} is NOW {happening again in the present replay};
and that which IS TO BE {future event} hath ALREADY
BEEN {already happened}; and God {seventh plagued
angel} requireth that which is PAST {happened}.
4 Ezra 4:5 And I said, Tell on, my lord. Then said he unto
me, Go thy way, weigh me the weight of the fire, or
measure me the blast of the wind, or CALL ME AGAIN
{replay} THE DAY THAT IS PAST {as Elohiym/seventh
plague angel does}.
Daniel 2:45 Forasmuch as thou sawest that the STONE
{rock/meteor fragment} was cut out of the MOUNTAIN
{comet/asteroid} WITHOUT HANDS {natural event},

and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the
silver, and the gold; the GREAT God {seventh plagued
angel} hath made known to the king what shall come to
pass HEREAFTER {future}: and the dream is CERTAIN
{because the future events have already happened and are
to be replayed}, and the interpretation thereof sure.
The rock's impact will violently awaken a huge super
volcano in the USA. From this super volcano will issue
out thick black smoke with burning ash and debris for five
months/moons. This will cause the sun, moon, and stars
over the seat (USA's ruling capital and ruling nation) of
the latter day seven-headed ten-horned beast (illustrating
the kingdom of latter day Babylon/confusion) to be veiled
(see Revelation 6:12). Hence, the sky and stars of heaven
will seem as if they had departed, as illustrated by a scroll
being rolled-up (see Revelation 6:14) to hide its words. At
that time, darkness will be over the USA (see Isaiah
13:10; Zephaniah 1:15). The USA's rulers in the capital is
the ruling seat, from which it reigns over the latter day
seven-headed Babylonian beast (kingdom/union of
nations).
Isaiah 13:10 For the STARS of heaven and the
CONSTELLATIONS thereof shall NOT GIVE THEIR
LIGHT: the SUN shall be DARKENED in his going forth,
and the MOON shall NOT cause her light to SHINE
{because all these luminaries will have been veiled by
smoke and ash issuing from the opened super volcano in

the USA}.
Zephaniah 1:15 That DAY is a day of wrath, a day of
trouble and distress, a day of wasteness and desolation, a
day of DARKNESS and gloominess, a day of clouds and
THICK DARKNESS,
*******
Revelation 6:13 And the STARS {representing great
hailstones and coals of fire} of heaven {Sky} FELL {as a
terrible shower} unto the EARTH {USA's land}, even as
{allegorized by} a fig tree casteth her untimely figs,
when she is shaken of a mighty wind.
The stars falling to earth represent great hailstones and
coals of fire raining down from above and around the high
and lifted-up super volcano. After five months of smoke
and ash, the super volcano will swell up high into the sky
and explode (with a great sound of thunder and a great
earthquake ) coals of fire into the skies (heavens). The
intense heat emanating from the high and lifted-up
overflowing lava filled 40-mile wide mouth of the super
volcano creates great hailstones. These great hailstones
will rain down, while coals of fire will be falling from the
sky on the USA's land (see Psalms 18:13, 14). Therefore,
these armies of spiritual Persians (representing great
hailstones) and spiritual Medes (representing falling coals
of fire) will violently rain around the high and lifted-up

super volcano upon latter day Babylon's land (USA). A
shower of bright/illuminating great hailstones of ice and
falling coals of fire will give the impression in the
darkened land that the stars of heaven are falling to
Earth/land. In the Book of Revelation, the shower of great
hailstones and coals of fire are illustrated as figs being
blown from a fig tree by a mighty wind (see Revelation
6:13).
Psalms 18:13 The LORD {seventh plagued angel's visions
and oracles reigning on the lava erupting super volcano}
also THUNDERED {being the thundering sound made by
the explosion of coals of magma from above the super
volcano when it swells up to the sky}, and the Highest
{seventh plagued angel sitting and reigning above the
high and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano} gave his
VOICE {of thunder}; HAIL STONES {voices of great
hailstones} and COALS OF FIRE {ejected coals of
magma falling upon the land}.
18:14 Yea, HE {seventh plagued angel} sent out his
ARROWS {great hailstones}, and scattered them; and he
shot out LIGHTNINGS {ejected coals of fire/magma},
and discomfited THEM {the people that remained in the
fallen USA during five months of smoke and ash issuing
from the super volcano}.
*******

Revelation 6:14 And the HEAVEN {starry sky}
DEPARTED AS A SCROLL {since the starry sky will
have been veiled by the smoke and ash that had issued for
five months from the super volcano} when it is rolled
together; and EVERY MOUNTAIN {representing cities}
and ISLAND {representing states} were MOVED out of
their PLACES {by the great earthquake such as never
happened}.
*******
After five months of smoke and ash issuing from the
super volcano, thick darkness will have veiled the sky and
stars. The sky over the USA will have, as it were,
disappeared like rolling up a scroll. At the end of the five
months of smoke and ash, the super volcano will have
swelled up to heaven and exploded coals of fire/magma
into the sky. The explosion is so massive that it creates a
great earthquake such as never happened. This great
earthquake in the USA moves mountains (representing
cities) and islands (representing states) from their
foundations. Every building in cities and states will be
ruined by the great earthquake.
Prior to the opening of the super volcano, the USA built
huge towers rising up to heaven to be like the most high
(seventh plagued angel) reigning on the high and lifted-up
lava erupting super volcano in the fallen USA.

Isaiah 14:12 How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer
{referring to the USA's\latter day Babylon's ruling nation
that is the light/Lucifer for the nations of its kingdom},
son of the MORNING {being the USA's vision for the
world's future, which is likened to the sun's morning light
prior to the super volcano being opened by the rock's
impact}! how art THOU {USA} cut down to the ground
{by the great earthquake such as never happened}, which
didst weaken the nations {according to what the USA
envisioned for the nations and the world's future prior to
the rock's impact}!
Isaiah 14:13 For THOU {USA} hast said in thine heart,
I will ascend into heaven {by continually building many
high structures to the sky/heaven}, I will exalt MY
{USA's} THRONE {the ruling seat/throne in the USA's
capital ruling over the latter day Babylonian
beast/kingdom} above the STARS {referring to great
hailstones and coals of fire} of God {seventh plagued
angel}: I {USA's ruling throne} will sit also upon the
MOUNT {super volcano, part of which lies beneath
Yellowstone National Park} of the CONGREGATION
{being new Jerusalem where the judgment is happening},
in the sides of the NORTH {equated with old Babylon in
the north but fulfilled by latter day Babylon/USA}:
14:14 I {USA} will ascend above the heights of the
CLOUDS {where clouds of smoke and ash will be}; I will
be like the MOST HIGH {seventh plagued angel's visions

and oracles sitting and reigning on the high and lifted-up
super volcano}.
14:15 Yet THOU {USA's buildings} shalt be BROUGHT
DOWN {by the great earthquake such as never happened}
to HELL {to be covered by hell fire/flowing lava}, to the
SIDES {hence, round about} of the PIT {immense open
mouth/pit upon the high and lifted-up super volcano full
of an overflowing lake of fire/lava}.
*******
Revelation 6:15 And the {rebellious} KINGS {leaders}
of the EARTH {land of latter day Babylon beginning
with the USA}, and the GREAT MEN {of large states},
and the RICH MEN {of wealthy states}, and the CHIEF
CAPTAINS {of ruling states}, and the MIGHTY MEN
{of strong states}, and EVERY BONDMAN {of enslaved
states}, and EVERY FREE MAN {of regular states},
HID THEMSELVES {after the great earthquake such as
never happened} in the dens and in the rocks of the
mountains ;
Every person in the fallen USA that remained during the
five months of darkness (by smoke and ash), anarchy, and
famine will then be running from their cities and states in
the fallen USA. At that time, the seventh plagued angel's
visions and oracles are revealing the time when the face
and mouth upon the high and lifted-up super volcano is no
longer covered by smoke and ash. Upon the high and

lifted-up super volcano is seen the seventh plagued angel's
vision that reveals his face of magma, overflowing from
the immense opened spiritual temple/bottomless pit that
descends into the fiery hell of the world.
*******
Revelation 6:16 And said to the mountains and rocks,
Fall on us, and hide us from the FACE {of magma
overflowing from the high and lifted-up super volcano's
mouth} of HIM {seventh plagued angel's vision and
oracle of the magma erupting super volcano} that
SITTETH {being the reigning visions and oracles of the
seventh plagued angel} on the THRONE {reigning over
latter day Babylon’s fallen kingdom}, and from the
WRATH of the LAMB {representing the last witness'
visions and oracles pertaining to the erupting super
volcano, as revealed by the latter day living messenger}:
In Revelation 6:16, it is as if the fallen USA's states
themselves are asking the mountains and rocks to fall on
their land and cover the states from the magma erupting
face that is revealed by the visions and oracles of the
seventh plagued angel. From the time the super volcano
explodes magma, the seventh plagued angel's visions and
oracles will be sitting and reigning on the ruling throne
(within the fallen USA) of later day Babylon's kingdom.
The fallen USA's states want to hide from the face of

magma, which is being revealed by the seventh plagued
angel's visions and oracles. These visions and oracles are
revealed by the latter day messenger's message, which is
represented by a Lamb. Hence a vision of the Lamb will
also be as the face of magma.
Revelation 6:17 For the GREAT {awesome} DAY of
HIS {seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles
revealing flowing lava from the high and lifted-up super
volcano's mouth} wrath is come; and WHO SHALL BE
ABLE TO STAND {only the overcomers/three groups of
redeemed will enter the fiery ensign to stand within new
Jerusalem}?
After the five months of smoke and ash mentioned in
Revelation 9:5, the remaining rebellious states –
kings/leaders, great men, rich men, chief captains, mighty
men, bondmen, and free men who – will all be wanting to
be hidden beneath rocks and mountains to survive. The
reason is the day will have come when an overflowing
lake of fire/lava will flow down from the high and liftedup super volcano's mouth to spread and cover the land
(see Joel 2:3). That day is the great (huge) and terrible day
of God Almighty (the seventh plagued angel). From that
day, an intense white light (being the ensign) is seen
emanating from above and around the high and lifted-up
super volcano's mouth, full of an overflowing lake of
lava. When the overcomers (three groups of redeemed) of
all nations feel the great earthquake and see the ensign,

they will then travel from all parts of the world to enter
the ensign surrounding new Jerusalem. Within new
Jerusalem is the high and lifted-up super volcano.
Joel 2:3 A FIRE {referring to armies/rivers of flowing
lava} devoureth before them; and behind them a flame
burneth: the land is as the garden of Eden before them,
and behind them a desolate wilderness; yea, and nothing
shall escape them.
Nahum 1:6 Who can stand before HIS {seventh plagued
angel's} indignation? and who can abide in the fierceness
of his anger? his fury is poured out like FIRE {lava}, and
the ROCKS {during a great earthquake such as never
happened} are thrown down by HIM {according to the
seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles}.
Joel 2:6 Before THEIR FACE {of flowing armies of lava
equated with the redeemed} the {rebellious} people shall
be much pained: all faces shall gather blackness {being
the look of doom and gloom/spiritual blackness on
people's faces}.
Jeremiah 25:30 Therefore prophesy thou against THEM
{referring in the latter days to people living in the USA}
all these words, and say unto them, The LORD {according
to the seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles} shall
ROAR {explosion} from ON HIGH {of the high and
lifted-up super volcano}, and utter his VOICE {of great

thunder caused by the explosion of coals of fire} from his
HOLY HABITATION {being the high and lifted-up
erupting super volcano equated with the temple}; he shall
mightily roar upon his habitation; he shall give a shout,
as they that tread the grapes, against ALL the inhabitants
of the earth.
25:31 A NOISE {of the exploded super volcano} shall
come even to the ends of the earth; for the LORD
{seventh plagued angel} hath a controversy with the
nations, he will plead with all flesh {when the everlasting
gospel is proclaimed during the five months of smoke and
ash erupting from the super volcano}; he will give them
that are wicked to the SWORD {being, at that time, death
by flowing lava}, saith the LORD.
25:32 Thus saith the LORD {seventh plagued angel} of
HOSTS {great hailstones and coals of fire}, Behold, evil
shall go forth from nation to nation, and a GREAT
WHIRLWIND {a huge tornado of fire emanating around
the lava erupting high and lifted-up super volcano} shall
be raised up from the coasts of the earth (land).
25:33 And the slain of the LORD {according to the
seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles} shall be at
that day from one end of the earth {land} even unto the
other end of the earth: they shall not be lamented, neither
gathered, nor buried; they shall be dung upon the ground.

Joel 2:11 And the LORD {seventh plagued angel's visions
and oracles} shall utter his VOICE {voice of thunder
caused by a great explosion of coals of magma upon the
high and lifted-up super volcano} before his ARMY {of
flowing lava}: for his camp is very great: for HE
{seventh plagued angel} is strong that executeth his
WORD {as written on the seventh plagued angel by the
first witness that includes what the last witness saw and
heard happening}: for the DAY {the day the super volcano
explodes coals of magma} of the LORD {according to the
seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles} is great and
very terrible; and WHO CAN ABIDE IT {only the
overcomers can enter the fiery ensign and abide with the
fiery furnace}?
Isaiah 13:8 And THEY {rebellious} shall be AFRAID {on
the day when the super volcano explodes magma into the
sky}: pangs and sorrows shall take hold of them; they
shall be in pain as a woman that travaileth: they shall be
amazed one at another; their faces shall be as flames.
13:9 Behold, the DAY {on the day when the super volcano
explodes coals of magma into the sky} of the LORD
{according to the seventh plagued angel's visions and
oracles} cometh, cruel both with wrath and fierce anger,
to lay the land desolate {with flowing rivers of lava}: and
he shall destroy the sinners thereof out of IT {out of the
fallen USA, where new Jerusalem will be located}.

13:10 For the stars of heaven and the constellations
thereof shall not give their light: the sun shall be
darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall not cause
her light to shine {the stars, sun, and moon over the USA
will have been veiled by smoke and ash issuing for five
months from an opened super volcano in the USA}.
13:11 And I {according to the seventh plagued angel's
visions and oracles} will punish the world for their evil,
and the wicked for their iniquity; and I will cause the
arrogancy of the proud to cease, and will lay LOW {by a
great earthquake caused by the explosion of coals of
magma upon the high and lifted-up super volcano} the
haughtiness of the terrible.
Isaiah 32:2 And a MAN {latter day messenger's message
of a new everlasting gospel proclaimed to all nations}
shall be as an hiding place from the wind {of a huge fiery
tornado surrounding new Jerusalem}, and a covert from
the TEMPEST {of hailstones}; as rivers of water in a dry
place {within new Jerusalem}, as the shadow of a great
rock in a weary land.

